Constitution approved

Senate confirms Lawler

BY JEFF CHOPPIN
News Staff

The new Student Union Director approved fire yesterday in the lower country. The new officer was appointed by the Student Senate. Also discussed were security recommendations and the vending machine.

The Senate approved William Lawler as Student Union Director and Matthew Barrett as Administrative Officer. The Steering Committee of the SU had selected Lawler and Barrett for approval. In previous years, the SU Board of Commissioners had approved the selections. However, the Board no longer exists, and under the new constitution the Senate must approve the selections.

There will be no administrative changes in the new Campus Life Council. The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees approved the Senate's recommended changes in the constitution of the CLC.

Off-campus and on-campus security were discussed at the meeting. The new off-campus crime proposal was submitted by Mike Felix. Highlighted in the proposal were landlord-tenant law enforcement, studies of problems which would provide concrete information to authorities, and acquisition of law enforcement agencies to the delight of future off-campus residents.

The Senate agreed to approach the City Council is to say that we have a definite crime problem... most people don't hear about a third of the crime... He also stated that to make the proposals to the City Council more effective, the proposals should be more concrete... provide specific locations... show that we've done work.

Felix also said that off-campus students should make landlords realize that we (the students) won't rent a house unless dead bolts, bars across windows, etc., are provided.

The rebel officer and his men had been told Col. Antonio Tejero, 56, a former colonel of the Guardia Civil. The Executive Committee of the CLC had been told that the rebellion by the officers inside the parliament was the result of the officers seizing the civil guards. According to the general had reported that the general had been told that Col. Antonio Tejero, 56, a former colonel of the Guardia Civil.

The Military Council, ordered a curfew and, according to the king's speech, ordered a curfew and, according to the king's speech, and according to the king's speech.

He added that examples should be made of the good landlords.

The leader of the coup was Lt. Col. Antonio Tejero Molina, a member of the paramilitary civil guard who was convicted two years ago of plotting to murder the king, and is now charged with treason.

The rebellion, led by a force of some 200 guerrillas, including the officers who had seized the parliament building, began at about 9 a.m. The rebel officers inside the parliament building began. Madrid Radio said about a dozen military police vehicles had entered the condemned-off-white building with riot gear.

Juan Carlos ordered a council of state into emergency session in the Interior Ministry to take emergency measures. The Spanish news agency EFE quoted military officials as saying the officers were in control of the situation throughout the afternoon.

The leader of the coup was identified as Lt. Col. Antonio Tejero Molina, a member of the guard director general and army vice-chief of staff entered the parliament building to begin negotiations, the military officials said.

A Madrid Radio broadcast said that the leader of the coup had made clear that persons "inside the parliament building had been told Col. Tejero Molina "will not obey any orders other than those of the king of the Guardia Civil," a commander of the Valencian region.

The conservative general declared in an emergency in the Valencian

cia, ordered a curfew and, according to EFE, moved army combat aircraft, mobile anti-aircraft, water cannon and troop carriers into the center of Madrid. But minutes after the king's speech, the military equipment began moving out of the central district, and Madrid Radio reported that the general had ordered the military evacuation. They added that examples should be made of the good landlords.

The rebel officer and his men had been told Col. Antonio Tejero, 56, a former colonel of the Guardia Civil.

The rebellion, led by a force of some 200 guerrillas, including the officers who had seized the parliament building, began. Madrid Radio said about a dozen military police vehicles had entered the condemned-off-white building with riot gear.

Juan Carlos ordered a council of state into emergency session in the Interior Ministry to take emergency measures. The Spanish news agency EFE quoted military officials as saying the officers were in control of the situation throughout the afternoon.

The leader of the coup was identified as Lt. Col. Antonio Tejero Molina, a member of the guard director general and army vice-chief of staff entered the parliament building to begin negotiations, the military officials said.

A Madrid Radio broadcast said that the leader of the coup had made clear that persons "inside the parliament building had been told Col. Tejero Molina "will not obey any orders other than those of the king of the Guardia Civil," a commander of the Valencian region.

The conservative general declared in an emergency in the Valencian
Sexist stereotypes thrive

The pending course suit against the University charging NO with sexual bias in its hiring policies is yet another example of how NO’s policies clash with the University’s and the nation’s educational goals. Yet this is not the only case in which the two institutions are at odds. A recent study by the University’s Department of Psychology found that 75% of male students reported experiencing sexual harassment in the past year.

Do you consider whether a person is like you, or is it a case of when the world will view you as a capable executive.”

This back-door method, designed to achieve a form of equality, will, in the long run, serve only to alienate the sexes from each other as it fosters a mistrust society. No woman will cling to her femininity, at least in the business world, as long as it is viewed as a weakness. Along those same lines, men will be forced to play a subservient role to a problem, because people might then laugh at his “weakness.”

One woman, in the same sentence, cannot be expected to approach a problem in the same manner as a man. Male executives like this female would tend to employ diplomacy or reason more often than a male, who may employ more strong-armed tactics. No one can deny that both get the job done, but only the stronger one will be asked to emulate the other.

That is one of the charges that both Josephine Ford and Delores Frese have made against the University in their discrimination suit—they that they simply weren’t good enough and were judged fairly and objectively. Still others claim that Notre Dame discriminated sexual, but that the Ford/Frese case is not one of the better examples of this bias. Regardless, it appears that the matter will never be settled publicly, a decision that is swayed away by all those concerned with sexism. And the senselessness will continue.

Observer notes

The Observer is always looking for new reporters. If you like to write, stop by our offices and talk to us so that the world will view you as a capable executive.”

This back-door method, designed to achieve a form of equality, will, in the long run, serve only to alienate the sexes from each other as it fosters a mistrust society. No woman will cling to her femininity, at least in the business world, as long as it is viewed as a weakness. Along those same lines, men will be forced to play a subservient role to a problem, because people might then laugh at his “weakness.”

The Observer

Del’s Barbeque

Rib Tips $3.50

all next week

Hamburgers 1/4 lbs. $1.25

The Observer is an independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame. Columns, opinions, and letters are the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.
Faust to speak

Mock Market opens tomorrow

By SUE KELLERER
News Staff

Wall Street enthusiasts and all-interested participants will be able to test their knowledge in choosing stocks that yield high returns.

The Mock Stock Market, open to all ND students from 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., is again being held in the Little Theater area of the Student Union. The market is open to all ND students and financial aid recipients.

According to Solarski, "the Mock Stock Market is open to all ND students who are interested in learning about the world of investing. It is designed to encourage non-business majors to be interested in investing and to learn about the mechanics of investing without having to take the actual risk.

For business majors, the M.S.M. of financial management offers an opportunity to apply classroom knowledge in choosing stocks that yield high returns.

The Mock Stock Market is a theoretical model of the New York Stock Exchange, and students may open a $1,000 account for $2 or a $20,000 account for $3. If the limits of his account or accounts, an investor may then purchase stocks or sell short in whatever way he chooses. The account that achieves the greatest returns will win.

Solarski stated that "there will be $1,750 awarded in prize money, with two first prizes of $500 designated specifically for the business major and the non-business major with the most successful accounts."

Knoefer cited the Mock Stock Market as "an ideal opportunity to test the 'Random Walk Theory.' He also stressed that only those who have signed up with the American and New York Stock Exchanges may be bought. The stocks must be valued at no less than $5 per share the day they are purchased. Since the account with the greatest return or profit wins, the Mock Stock Market places no limits on the number of accounts or shares an investor purchases.

Starting tomorrow, a booth behind the globe in the Hurley Building will open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. to facilitate prospective investors.

For a thorough analysis of stocks listed on both exchanges, Solarski recommended referring to Standard and Poor's Stock Index, Forbes and The Value-Line Index Stock Analysts. These publications are located in the periodical section of the library.

Auditions at USB

The Little Theater at Indiana University at South Bend (USB), will be holding open auditions for its 1981 spring play, "She Stoops to Conquer," on Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 23 and 24. Auditions will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Northside Hall Main Theatre on the USB campus.

According to director Jeffrey F. Koep, no previous acting experience is necessary and auditions are open to the public.

"The Stoops to Conquer," written by Oliver Goldsmith, is an 18th century classic comedy which features farce, slapstick and ridiculous situations. The play will run April 16 through 18 and 24 through 26.

CONSIDERING A LAW CAREER?

A representative of SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW ABA/AALS Los Angeles will be on SMC campus Tuesday, February 24 7:00 - 9:00 pm 356 Madeleva Saint Mary's College Underclassmen welcome, as well as seniors and graduate students. Applications will continue to be accepted during the spring. If you would like to learn more about the profession, the law school experience, and the application process, please join us for an informal meeting.
**Campus**

6:30 p.m. — biology dept. seminar, "The characterization and physiological role of insect serotonin hydroxynitrates" in Bio 21, Ms. Smith, Bowing Green State U. 278 glasses.

7:09 p.m. — film, "silverthread, engineering auditorium, sponsored by: ece. 41.

7:09 p.m. — discussion, "the american press to hell with morals?" room 108 o'bag. sponsor: the american political forum.

7:00 p.m. — film, "a woman of parts." anneberg auditorium, suite museum of art. sponsor: dept. of english.

* * *

**Doonesbury**

**Suitcase Party tickets on sale**

**By MARY AGNES CAREY**
Staff Reporter

A trip to New Orleans, including five days in the French Quarter, a beer bash in the New Orleans Hilton and a stop to the "real" Hard Rock for only $6 — impossible!

"Not really," says Jill De La Hunt, chairman of "A Suitcase Party to New Orleans," sponsored by Saint Mary's senior class. According to Ms. De La Hunt, both Notre Dame and Saint Mary's seniors can win the trip to New Orleans, or, as second prize, a senior formal package "with the date not included.

Tickets are 65 and will be sold un

**The Daily Crossword**

**By MARY AGNES CAREY**
Staff Reporter

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS
1. Starchy cheer
2. Hebrew food
3. Surrender
4. Long narrative
5. Space
6. Escorted
7. Tart
8. Too short
9. Adjective
10. Virgin
11. Street show
12. Young seals
13. Acrobatic
14. Escort
15. Street
16. Light
17. Aspects
18. Vehicle
19. Nonsuited
20. Jot
21. Jot
22. Jot
23. Jot
24. Jot
25. Term found
26. According to
27. Yellow pigment
28. Salk or Salk's
29. Diamond
30. Gladden
31. Famous
32. Russian
33. Novelist
34. Filled with reverence
35. Ancient Greek festival
36. Arbitrary order
37. Greatest area
38. Carpe
39. One of a trio
40. Regimen
41. Biblical book
42. Old car
43. Verdi opera
44. Sound of contentment
45. Star
46. Grant
47. Horse
48. Brilliantly colored
49. Handing finesse
50. Confined
51. Ms. Davis
52. Not valid
53. Term found
54. Molarity
55. Molarity
56. Molarity
57. Molarity
58. Molarity
59. Molarity
60. Molarity

DOWN
1. Starchy cheer
2. Hebrew food
3. Surrender
4. Long narrative
5. Space
6. Escort
7. Street
8. Light
9. Aspects
10. Vehicle
11. Nonsuited
12. Jot
13. Jot
14. Jot
15. Jot
16. Jot
17. Jot
18. Jot
19. Jot
20. Jot
21. Jot
22. Jot
23. Jot
24. Jot
25. Term found
26. According to
27. Yellow pigment
28. Salk or Salk's
29. Diamond
30. Gladden
31. Famous
32. Russian
33. Novelist
34. Filled with reverence
35. Ancient Greek festival
36. Arbitrary order
37. Greatest area
38. Carpe
39. One of a trio
40. Regimen
41. Biblical book
42. Old car
43. Verdi opera
44. Sound of contentment
45. Star
46. Grant
47. Horse
48. Brilliantly colored
49. Handing finesse
50. Confined
51. Ms. Davis
52. Not valid
53. Term found
54. Molarity
55. Molarity
56. Molarity
57. Molarity
58. Molarity
59. Molarity
60. Molarity

**Musicum performs**

The Notre Dame College Musicum, a University vocal and instrumental group dedicated to the study and performance of Renaissance and Baroque music, will present a public performance tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of O'Shaughnessy Hall.

Tomorrow's program will focus on sacred and secular Italian music of the Renaissance and Baroque periods. Featured will be madrigals by such composers as Festa, Palisata and Moneverdi, and a mass by G.P. Palestrina. Solists for a group of songs by Guilio Caccini will be Anita Hampson, soprano; Michael Hay, tenor; Germain Jacobi, baritone; and cellist Sherrilyn Welton, continuo.

**Prepare for**

**MCAT • LSAT • GMAT • SAT • DAT • GRE • CPA**

PREPARE FOR MCAT • LSAT • GMAT • SAT • DAT • GRE • CPA

**The Observer Today**
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Country Wife-Fun & Games

Patterson is charming as the pumpkin bride starved for some big-city life. The scene where she composes a passionate letter to Horner is a classic. And her quick ad-libbing at another moment (her wig started to slip) brought the house down and saved the scene. As her jealous husband, Connolly blusters with conviction.

The trend toward depersonalization is pushed along not only by the proliferation of numbers, but also by the neglect of names. We live in a computerized world. And last, till you come, yet she come, your letter, whose titles, whose names, whose names, whose names, whose names...

Maria of Don Juan, whose parents, whose parents, whose parents, whose parents, whose parents...

...though she was true, when you met her. I called a shop about a part for my vacuum cleaner. On the other end of the wire a nice voice told me: "I'll look in our stockroom. Call back in about an hour and ask for Steve." "Steve who?"

An ingratiating laugh. "Just Steve." And last, till you come.

Today the world is getting more crowded every minute, and we struggle to assert some sort of personal outline. People, young and old, feel helplessly reduced to anonymity, faces in a crowd of identical faces. "I don't know who I am," cries a student miserably. "I'm nothing," weeps a old lady in a nursing home, addressed by the aides as Lena, with no last name and no title.

Our names ought to be precious to us, and we ought to affirm them. The full name, its particular combination of given name, surname, and any attachments, is one thing that makes each of us different from every other.

Some young people feel ashamed of a particular name and resentful toward their parents for bestowing it on them. They ought to reverse it instead of hiding behind a neutral nickname or hiding behind a neutral nickname. They ought to reverse it instead of hiding behind a neutral nickname. They ought to reverse it instead of hiding behind a neutral nickname. They ought to reverse it instead of hiding behind a neutral nickname.

Announcements, records, addresses, newspapers, are all things that make each of us different from every other.

"The resulting triangles result in the most perfect farce in English literature a whirlwind of inspiredbufonery," according to one critic."

Molly Woulfe
.

**Fisher**

continued from page 6

The great receiver and all-Amercan defensive back has been getting up early in the morning to do more running and learn some new techniques. He's been having him do "blind-wrestling", as he will better develop his senses. Mark is not slowing down at the end of the season as some wrestlers tend to do, but he is pushing twice as hard.

Fisher's background in all three styles of wrestling — Greco-Roman, freestyle, and collegiate, has helped him achieve such excellent results this year. "To be a good wrestler in any of the three styles," says Fisher, "you should be well-oriented in all three, because all three will make you a better wrestler in any single one of them."

"I prefer freestyle over Greco-Roman and collegiate because of the mobility of freestyle. I think, at times, collegiate becomes too restrictive and wrapped up in the rules. The rules take away from the sport. In freestyle, you have more freedom of choice in what you can do on the mat. Freestyle in itself is more exciting because it is all take-downs, which add to the excitement of the matches, which adds excitement to the sport as a whole."

"I enjoy Greco-Roman wrestling. In Greco-Roman you can't touch the man's legs or do leg sweeps. The concentration is on upper-body moves and throws. I wrestled Greco-Roman tournaments in high school. That has carried over quite a bit in my college career and helped me a lot."

"Mark is more knowledgeable about techniques than anyone else on the team," Bruno says. "Mark is a very emotional wrestler, and this comes through when he talks about technique in a spectacular way. Mark and Mike Mills are always keeping the team loose, always seeming the lighter side of a situation."

After a year filled with disappointments, detections, and distractions, there isn't much for the Irish wrestling team to look forward to. However, for Mark Fisher, this year can be salvaged.

Mark Fisher wants to go to the Nationals. And Mark Fisher wants to win.

---

**Peacy**

continued from page 6

Buy Observer Classifieds

NAZZ MUSIC COMPETITION
MEETING FOR ACT LEADERS
TONTION AT 7 PM IN THE NAZZ
LATE APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED
FOR INFO CALL JIM STEELE AT
277 1347

ATTENTION: PRE-MED STUDENTS

How will you finance your medical education? Tuition costs at medical colleges throughout the country are increasing at an alarming rate. Student loans and grants are often inadequate to cover even minimum expenses associated with a four-year medical curriculum.

The Army Health Professions Scholarship Program may be the solution to your problem. We will pay the full cost of medical school tuition and required expenses for books, supplies and equipment. Furthermore, you will receive a monthly stipend of $485, which is scheduled to be increased in July, 1981. In return, you agree to a promise for future service as a Military Medical Officer. Graduate senior medical students apply for Army Graduate Medical Education... you will be surprised at the quality of our training programs, the desirable locations of our Medical Centers and the salaries of our residents.

The Army Health Professions Scholarship Program currently provides financial support for more than 1400 medical students... we hope that we can help you also. Call for details.

CPT. GARY R. PLACEK
AMEDD Personnel Procurement Ofc
Box 7 Hawley Army Health Clinic
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana 46216
(317) 542-2792 collect, station-to-station
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RIVER CITY RECORDS
Northern Indiana's Largest Selection of Albums & Tapes

$1.00 OFF!
any regular record or tape w/ ad. Expires March 10

50970 US 31 North
3 miles North of Campus
Next to A/S Supermarket
277-4724

Hockey Tickets available

The Ticket Office has announced that there are less than 150 tickets remaining for both nights of this weekend's hockey series with Wisconsin. In order to avoid a hostile Wisconsin crowd, it is urged that students purchase their tickets before game day. Tickets can be purchased at the window at Gate 10 of the ACC, which is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day this week.

---

PAINT CHEMIST (B.S. or M.S.)

Major industrial coatings firm has several positions available in its Indianapolis facility for experienced holding the Masters or bachelor of science degree. Knowledgeable experience is required. Substantial benefit package including cost of living. Positions available on or about June 1, 1981. Send resume in confidence or contact:

THOMAS G. JEFFERS, ESQUIRE
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
LILLI INDUSTRIAL COATINGS, INC.
P.O. Box 546
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206
(317) 634-8512
LOST GOLD SUNBURNED LADY'S WRISTWATCH IN LIBRARY AUD/2 ON FEB 17. PLEASE CALL TERESA AT 2188.

LOST SUNBURY BROWN CASE WITH MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE IN AFRICA AT 120.

LOST GROOV GOPT, BLACK WALNUT MACHINE IN LAFORTUNE. IF YOU FIND IT, PLEASE CALL MARK.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT: ULLY DUCKLING COURT FROM MARCH 1-31.

For next school year, furnished winter houses to campus. 277-1094.

WANTED

NEED the following for March or April: 1) Cat tree 2) Kitten activity mat 3) Litter box 4) Feeding dish 5) Treats 6) Carrier

LOST/FOUND

LOST: 14 KT GOLD BRACELET WITH INITIALS. 731-8417.

LOST EYEGlasses. RIMLESS BROWN CASE/126 NEWLAND. LAST SEEN ON BAY ROAD 

LOST: ON JUNIOR DAY AT 2PM PARTY FRIDAY NIGHT. RED PLaid Socks. Please call 674-8512.

LOST: LEATHER GLOVES IN BLUE ON JUNIOR PANTRIE WANDAY NIGHT. CALL 674-8512.

LOST ELECTRIC TIMEx WATCH. FOUND ON TUESDAY NIGHT. AROUND MORNING HALL. PLEASE CALL 785-4234.

LOST: ONE LEACH leather jacket. Brown, if found please call 785-4102.

LOST: Georgetown prize last Thursday in ACC Madison. 231-6477.

FOUND: 1 pair of Keys, 2 Keys on key chain. Call 391-2476 to identify.

BLACK WALLET AT THE CIVIL RIGHTS MARCH. REWARD OF FOUND CALL 232-7002.

NOTICES

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term dates only. Also medical transcription. Last year is same low rate, $2.50 per page. - Mary Ann Hamachek, automatic stenographer.

DON'T WE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

USE THIS NUMBER: DON'T BE AID TO CALL

BUY AND SELL IN THE REDSKIN

SIGNS TUES. 7-9 LAKE ROAD WALTERS. CALL MIKE 2862886 at any time.

CRYSTAL ROCKS at Fair Way's this Saturday. Feb 26. Come and see the world's biggest rock of Crystal.

Want to get downtown? South Quadrangle has a March 6 Drill Call 377-6900.

INSTANT CASH PAID FOR CLASS RINGS. $5-$55 MORE. PHONE HOUSE CALLS 325-2402.

JANE: DO YOU WANT TO SPOUT? HOW CAN I SEND YOU A COPY OF MY NEW LEAFLET ON LEAKS? SEND A S-M-C? 


NOMINATION FOR THE NATIONAL MEDAL OF ARTS. FOR SATURDAY NIGHT. CALL THE S-M-C PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE.

MS. JOY RICHARD. TUESDAY, FEB. 25, 7 PM. WALTERS 387-387.

Presentation & Discussion. How to identify a Drinking Problem and get help. Thursday, March 6. 2 PM to 4 PM. Room 218.

Blindblot: Entering the World of Work. Seminar concerning the transition from school to the world of work and commerce on the First Few Years after College presented by recent S-M-C graduates Thursday, Feb. 25, 10 AM-2 PM Carroll Hall. Cost: $8.

Four years in Notre Dame? Why not buy a house and live almost rent free? Let your equity pay your rent. For more details, call 785-0666.

Phantom Figures: Six month old LOVE! Princess


JUNQ. Thanks for the cheap seat on the train.

M. M. Ann Lander's: Have a problem? Can't seem to fix? Can't find anyone to help? Contact us! Fix that down and go off to bed. 

LOST/BROWN CASE. CALL US AT 785-4099.

LOST: CALL TO ST LOUIS the weekend of Feb 20 or 22 at 1006.

LOST: MUST GET RIDE TO FOR SPRING BREAK. Share the usual. Call Paul at 3082.

TICKETS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

STANLEY KAPLAN FOR [+ 99.50 CAT. BRIAN 31-6474.

NEED Daytona GA and STU. CALL 31-6474.

NEED MANY DAYTONA TIX. STUDENTS AND GA PLEASE CALL. 231-6474.

RENEW YOUR DEMOCRATS' TICKETS. CALL ANY TIME.

NEED 4 DAYTONTICKETS. GA AND CAT. KAPLAN 31-6474.

NEED FI U DAYTON GA. CALL 722-2317.

LOST GOLD SUNBURNED LADY'S WRISTWATCH IN LIBRARY AUD/2 ON FEB 17. PLEASE CALL TERESA AT 2188.

LOST SUNBURY BROWN CASE WITH MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE IN AFRICA AT 120.

LOST GROOV GOPT, BLACK WALNUT MACHINE IN LAFORTUNE. IF YOU FIND IT, PLEASE CALL MARK.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT: ULLY DUCKLING COURT FROM MARCH 1-31.

For next school year, furnished winter houses to campus. 277-1094.

PERSONALS

INSTANT CASH PAID FOR CLASS RINGS. $5-$55 MORE. PHONE HOUSE CALLS 325-2402.

JANE: DO YOU WANT TO SPOUT? HOW CAN I SEND YOU A COPY OF MY NEW LEAFLET ON LEAKS? SEND A S-M-C?


NOMINATION FOR THE NATIONAL MEDAL OF ARTS. FOR SATURDAY NIGHT. CALL THE S-M-C PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE.

MS. JOY RICHARD. TUESDAY, FEB. 25, 7 PM. WALTERS 387-387.

Presentation & Discussion. How to identify a Drinking Problem and get help. Thursday, March 6. 2 PM to 4 PM. Room 218.

Blindblot: Entering the World of Work. Seminar concerning the transition from school to the world of work and commerce on the First Few Years after College presented by recent S-M-C graduates Thursday, Feb. 25, 10 AM-2 PM Carroll Hall. Cost: $8.

Four years in Notre Dame? Why not buy a house and live almost rent free? Let your equity pay your rent. For more details, call 785-0666.

Phantom Figures: Six month old LOVE! Princess


JUNQ. Thanks for the cheap seat on the train.

M. M. Ann Lander's: Have a problem? Can't seem to fix? Can't find anyone to help? Contact us! Fix that down and go off to bed. 

LOST/BROWN CASE. CALL US AT 785-4099.

LOST: CALL TO ST LOUIS the weekend of Feb 20 or 22 at 1006.

LOST: MUST GET RIDE TO FOR SPRING BREAK. Share the usual. Call Paul at 3082.
Irish sign more recruits

By DAVE IRWIN
Sports Writer

Van Pearcy became the 25th player on the 1981 Notre Dame football team in his hometown of Andrews, Tex., for the signing of five wrestlers' at large' out of the ten weight classes in this weekend's signing. Dame. Assistant coach Brian Boulac was in Andrews, Tex., for the signing of another signee. Dave Machimpressive debut.

To qualify for the Nationals, Fisher will need to carry a 3.4 average or above. Faust also noted that Blue Chip magazine, another recruiting rating service, rated at least 19 of Notre Dame's recruits as "blue chip."

"It is an excellent recruiting year. Pearcy is frosting on the cake," Joe Terranova, the man in charge of Notre Dame's recruiting service, said. "He is a

Peary: Why he spurned SMU for the Fighting Irish

ANDREWS, Texas (AP) — Apparently bothered by an NCAA investiga-
tion into alleged recruiting irregularities at Southern Methodist, one of the nation's top running backs has signed a letter of intent with Notre Dame. Its national signing day was Wednesday.

The 6-2, 185-pound Pearcy is the 13th member of the Parade Magazine 61-player all-America high school team to sign with the Fighting Irish when Pearcy signed a Southwest Conference letter of intent with SMU Feb. 11. He said he was 99 percent sure he would sign a national letter with the Irish the next day.

But the story of the NCAA investigation broke the next day, and Pearcy decided to look over the Notre Dame campus. On national signing day, he said he hadn't made his mind up yet.

"When he signed with SMU, he really secured at peace with himself," Andrews football coach Bill Shipman said. "When the SMU thing broke, I was kind of hoping it wouldn't bother him, but obviously it did."

Fisher ready for wrestling regionals

By ED KONRADO
Sports Writer

Not just standing still, but forging ahead, surrounded by the setbacks maining this year's Irish wrestling team, sophomore Mark Fisher is set to bring the game which set the goal for the season.

Fisher, a freshman coming from Buchanan, Mich., compiled a 16-14 record in the 118-pound class, an impressive debut. "Mark has a good bit of tournament experience," says first-year Head Wrestling Coach Brother Joseph Bruno. "Mark's career has been greatly ac-
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The times of your life

(Subtitle: The following is one of those "Cherry, cheer for old Notre Dame!" columns that the author is noted for. So if you're not in the mood, you might want to skip this one.)

ROSEMONT, Ill. — And I could swear I heard Paul Anka singing that song famous by the Kodak com-

pany. With little girls running around with pop-
pops and balloons and flowers and who would

remember it? Goofy is still around. You wake up and time has slipped away. And all at once it's hard to find the memories you left behind. Do you remember the times of your life? Because it seems to me that Notre Dame and Digger Phelps and Dan Devine out all the players on all these teams have given the people who follow them quite a lot of moments to paste in their memory books. Sure, Sunday's game with Virginia was the latest "greatest mo-

ment" in Fighting Irish sports history, but it's probably because you've lived too long to remember it.

Before Sunday it was Alabama, which supplanted Michigan which took the place of DePaul which replaced UCLA which... but you get the picture. Notre Dame sports fans have had more than their fair share of court-storming, flag-waving, "We're number one!" screaming uppers. And that's okay, but it struck me after the Virginia game that credit for the 57-56 victory (and all those other wins as well) was getting somewhat misplaced.

"Sure, it's great to talk about the legends and myths and even the famous mystique of Notre Dame. It makes for great barroom chatter. But it would be a gross mistake to make fun of mystique (Who says sports writers can't be poetic?) for the real reason Notre Dame beat Virginia."

Contrary to popular belief, there is not a giant

that week and was the best team of the season.

This Book a man who has no blue and gold diploma with Father Hesburgh's signature in the bottom right-

hand corner. A man who has no Notre Dame class ring, official membership in any alumni organization. And his words echo the prompting of other Notre Dame coaches who, likewise, do not have a Notre Dame de-

See PEARY, page 6